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Abstract

Inspired by retrieval-augmented language gen-
eration and pretrained Vision and Language
(V&L) encoders, we present a new approach
to image captioning that generates sentences
given the input image and a set of captions re-
trieved from a datastore, as opposed to the im-
age alone. The encoder in our model jointly
processes the image and retrieved captions us-
ing a pretrained V&L BERT, while the de-
coder attends to the multimodal encoder rep-
resentations, benefiting from the extra textual
evidence from the retrieved captions. Exper-
imental results on the COCO dataset show
that image captioning can be effectively formu-
lated from this new perspective. Our model,
named EXTRA, benefits from using captions
retrieved from the training dataset, and it can
also benefit from using an external dataset
without the need for retraining. Ablation stud-
ies show that retrieving a sufficient number of
captions (e.g., k=5) can improve captioning
quality. Our work contributes towards using
pretrained V&L encoders for generative tasks,
instead of standard classification tasks.

1 Introduction

Image captioning is the task of automatically gener-
ating a short textual description for a given image.
The standard approach involves the use of encoder-
decoder neural models, combining a visual encoder
with a language generation decoder (see Hossain
et al. (2019) for a survey). In early studies, the
encoder was typically a Convolutional Neural Net-
work model (CNN) pretrained on the ImageNet
classification dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015)
or a pretrained Faster-RCNN object detector (Ren
et al., 2015), whereas the decoder was commonly
an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to-
gether with an attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2014). More recently, Transformer based
models have been achieving state-of-the-art results
on a variety of language processing (Vaswani et al.,

2017; Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019) and
computer vision tasks (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020).
Accordingly, state-of-the art image captioning mod-
els have replaced the conventional CNN-LSTM
approach with encoder-decoder Transformers (Liu
et al., 2021). Still, in both cases, the encoder only
attains visual representations, whereas richer fea-
tures could be captured from image–text interac-
tions if the encoder had access to useful textual
context related to the input image (e.g., sentences
associated to similar images).

In this paper, we present a new type of image
captioning model that uses a pretrained V&L BERT
(Tan and Bansal, 2019; Li et al., 2019; Bugliarello
et al., 2020, inter-alia) to encode both the input
image and captions retrieved from similar images.
This model generates captions conditioned on rep-
resentations that consider linguistic information
beyond the image alone. Moreover, specifically us-
ing the retrieved captions as textual contexts rather
than other alternatives (e.g., image tags or object
names) can aid guiding the language generation
process, since the model is now provided with well-
formed sentences that are semantically similar to
what the predicted caption should resemble.

In experiments on the COCO dataset (Chen et al.,
2015), the proposed model is competitive against
state of the art methods. In a series of ablation ex-
periments, we find that the model improves when
encoding multiple retrieved captions, and that it
could reach better performance if it was able to
retrieve better captions from the datastore. In ex-
periments on the smaller Flickr30K dataset, we
show that allowing the model to retrieve captions
from the larger COCO dataset can improve perfor-
mance without needing to retrain the model.

We hope that our work inspires the adoption
of pretrained V&L encoders for a broader range
of generative multimodal tasks. There have been
several recent studies proposing V&L BERTs to
learn generic multi-modal representations with
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large amounts of paired image and text data, which
can then be fine-tuned to downstream tasks. How-
ever, these pretrained models have mostly been ap-
plied to classification tasks and have seen limited
use for image captioning, a task which typically
only considers single-input images, as opposed to
image-text pairs, as proposed in this work.

2 Model

We present a model that captions images, given
both the image and a set of k captions retrieved
from similar images using a retrieval system.
This approach belongs to the class of retrieval-
augmented language generation models (Weston
et al., 2018; Izacard and Grave, 2020). In our
model, the image and the retrieved captions are
jointly encoded using a pretrained V&L encoder
to capture cross-modal representations in the com-
bined input data. We denote our model as EX-
TRA: Encoder with Cross-modal representations
Through Retrieval Augmentation. It consists of
three components, namely an encoder, a retrieval
system, and a decoder.

2.1 Encoder

The encoder in EXTRA is LXMERT1 (Tan and
Bansal, 2019), a pretrained vision-and-language
Transformer that jointly encodes a visual input
V and a linguistic input L. The visual input
is represented as N=36 regions-of-interest
V={v1, ..., vN} extracted from the image using
the Faster-RCNN object detector, pretrained
(Anderson et al., 2018) on the Visual Genome
dataset (Krishna et al., 2016). A sentence in the
linguistic input is tokenized into M sub-words
using the BERT tokenizer (Devlin et al., 2018),
starting with a special classification token CLS
and ending with a special delimiter token SEP.
We extended LXMERT to encode k sentences
by concatenating the tokenized sentences into a
single input, each separated by the delimiter token:
L={CLS, wL1

1 . . .wL1
M ,SEP. . .wLk

1 . . .wLk
M ,SEP}.

The sentences are obtained from a datastore via a
retrieval system, as explained in Section 2.2.

The encoder produces a sequence of cross-modal
representations of image and the text, which are
the inputs to the decoder, described in Section 2.3.

1The exploration of other encoders is left for future work.

2.2 Image–Text Retrieval and Datastore
The retrieval system builds on the Facebook
AI Similarity Search (FAISS) nearest-neighbour
search library (Johnson et al., 2017). FAISS allows
for the indexing of high-dimensional vectors, i.e.,
a datastore D, and it offers the ability to quickly
search through the datastore given a similarity mea-
sure S, e.g., Euclidean distance or cosine similarity.

Given an input image V, the retrieval system
finds L, the set of k captions retrieved from the
datastore, which EXTRA encodes together with the
image. The datastore consists of captions associ-
ated with images in a dataset2. Each caption in
the datastore, and the query input image, are repre-
sented using vectors extracted from CLIP (Radford
et al., 2021), allowing image–text search by pro-
jecting images and text to a shared latent space.
Using FAISS, the input image can then be com-
pared against the vectors3 from D to search over
the corresponding k nearest-neighbours captions.

2.3 Decoder
The decoder is a conditional auto-regressive lan-
guage model based on GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
with additional cross-attention layers to the encoder.
The Transformer layers in the decoder already con-
tain a masked multi-head self-attention sublayer,
which self-attends to the previous words. We add
cross-attention layers (Vaswani et al., 2017) subse-
quent to the masked self-attention sublayers, so the
decoder can attend to the encoder outputs.

The decoder predicts a caption y1 . . . yM token-
by-token, conditioned on the previous tokens and
the outputs of the V&L encoder. The model’s pa-
rameters θ are trained by minimizing the sum of
the negative log-likelihood of predicting the ground
truth token at each time-step, using the standard
cross-entropy loss:

Lθ = −
M∑

i=1

logPθ(yi|y<i,V,L). (1)

We can also fine-tune the model with Self-
Critical Sequence Training (Rennie et al., 2017).

3 Experimental Protocol

3.1 Datasets and Metrics
We evaluate our model on the COCO dataset (Chen
et al., 2015), using the standard Karpathy splits of

2This can either be the training set or an external dataset.
3This comparison can be pre-computed for efficiency.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the EXTRA model. Given an input image, EXTRA retrieves captions from a datastore
and encodes both the input image and the retrieved captions using a pretrained vision-and-language encoder. The
decoder attends over both the visual and linguistic outputs, improving the quality of the generated caption.

113287 images for training, 5000 for validation,
and 5000 for testing, with 5 captions per image.

Standard metrics were used to evaluate caption
generation, namely BLEU-4 (B4) (Papineni et al.,
2002), METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014),
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015), and SPICE (An-
derson et al., 2016), using the MS COCO caption
evaluation package4.

3.2 Implementation and Training Details

The implementation5 of EXTRA uses the Hugging-
Face Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020). The
encoder is LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019), a 14-
layer V&L model pretrained on 9 million image–
sentence pairs across a variety of datasets and tasks.
Following Liu et al. (2021), the decoder is a 4-layer
randomly initialized GPT-2-style Transformer net-
work with 12 attention heads and additional cross-
attention layers. The retrieval systems uses FAISS
with a flat index (IndexFlatIP) without any train-
ing. The corresponding datastore D consists of

4https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption
5https://github.com/RitaRamo/extra

all the captions associated to the 113287 images
in the COCO training set. For caption retrieval,
the captions in the datastore and the input image
(i.e., the query) are both represented with features
extracted from the CLIP-ResNet50×4 pretrained
model. Using the cosine similarity for comparison,
a total of k = 5 captions are retrieved to be jointly
encoded with the input image by EXTRA. Notice
that CLIP-ResNet50×4 features are only used for
retrieval, while the EXTRA encoder, i.e. the pre-
trained LXMERT, requires Faster-RCNN features,
and thus it cannot use CLIP visual features.

EXTRA is trained in two stages using a single
NVIDIA V100S 32GB GPU. In the first stage, EX-
TRA is trained end-to-end with the cross-entropy
loss, using a batch size of 64 and the AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a learn-
ing rate of 3e−5. The encoder is trained with a lin-
ear warmup for the first epoch to prevent gradients
from the randomly initialized decoder from harm-
ing the pretrained encoder. The model was trained
with early stopping: training ends if there is no
improvement after 5 consecutive epochs on the val-
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Cross-Entropy Optimization CIDEr Optimization

B4 METEOR CIDEr SPICE B4 METEOR CIDEr SPICE

Encoder-Decoder models

Up-Down 36.2 27.0 113.5 20.3 36.3 27.7 120.1 21.4
CaMELFaster R-CNN 36.1 28.0 114.8 20.8 - - - -
GCN-LSTM 36.8 27.9 116.3 20.9 38.2 28.5 127.6 22.0
VL-T5 34.5 28.7 116.5 21.9 - - - -
AoANet 37.2 28.4 119.8 21.3 38.9 29.2 129.8 22.4
CPTR - - - - 40.0 29.1 129.4 -
EXTRA (k = 5) 37.5 28.5 120.9 21.7 36.4 28.2 131.1 21.3
CaMELCLIP-RN50×16 38.8 29.4 125.0 22.2 41.3 30.2 140.6 23.9

V&L BERT models

VLP 36.5 28.4 116.9 21.2 39.5 29.3 129.3 23.2
OSCARB 36.5 30.3 123.7 23.1 40.5 29.7 137.6 22.8
VinVLB 38.2 30.3 129.3 23.6 40.9 30.9 140.4 25.1

Table 1: Results on the Karpathy COCO test split. EXTRA (k = 5) is competitive against encoder-decoder models.
We present results with cross-entropy training and after Self-Critical Sequence Training using the CIDEr metric.

idation set over the BLEU-4 metric. In the second
stage, EXTRA is fine-tuned with Self-Critical Se-
quence Training (Rennie et al., 2017) with CIDEr
optimization and greedy search decoding as a base-
line, using a batch size of 55, a learning rate of
3e-5, and a frozen encoder. Captions are decoded
using beam search with a beam size of 3.

4 Results

Table 1 shows the performance of EXTRA com-
pared to strong encoder-decoder models. We com-
pare against the widely-used Up-Down (Anderson
et al., 2018) and AoANet models (Huang et al.,
2019), both using a Faster-RCNN image encoder;
the GCN-LSTM model (Yao et al., 2018) with a
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) encoder; the
CPTR model (Liu et al., 2021) employing a ViT
Transformer encoder (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020);
the VL-T5 Transformer model (Cho et al., 2021)
with a vision and language encoder; and the re-
cent CaMEL model (Barraco et al., 2022) with
the CLIP-RN50×16 encoder. Our model is also
compared with state-of-art models that do not use
the encoder-decoder paradigm but instead unify
the Transformer encoder and decoder into a sin-
gle model, namely the VLP (Zhou et al., 2020),
OSCAR-base (Li et al., 2020), and the VinVL-base
(Zhang et al., 2021) models. We note that these
are general purpose V&L models, not specifically
designed for image captioning.

Overall, EXTRA is competitive to state-of-the art
captioning models. It outperforms captioning mod-
els with vision encoders, and VL-T5, which, like
EXTRA, uses a V&L encoder, but with object tags
as linguistic inputs rather than retrieved captions.
Although EXTRA does not outperform the state of
the art captioning model, CaMEL, that uses a dual
decoder, it outperforms the variant of CaMEL that
uses the same Faster-RCNN features. EXTRA also
competes with general purpose V&L BERT mod-
els. Notice that our approach can be adapted to
other V&L encoders besides LXMERT (e.g., OS-
CAR, VinVL, etc.), or to more powerful decoders
(e.g., as in CaMEL). Likewise, other models could
benefit from retrieval-augmentation with captions.

4.1 Ablation Studies

We conducted a series of ablation studies in the
Karpathy COCO validation split to better under-
stand what contributes to the success of EXTRA.

Varying the Number of Retrieved Captions:
We start by studying the importance of training
with multiple retrieved captions, training with k=1
and k=3 captions to explore the effect of retrieving
fewer captions. Table 2 reports the result of this
experiment, showing that performance degrades
when retrieving less captions.

Encoding Irrelevant Captions: We also studied
the performance of EXTRA when it encodes textual
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B4 CIDEr

k = 1 36.7 118.0
k = 3 37.4 119.1
k = 5 38.3 121.2

Table 2: The effect of training and evaluating using dif-
ferent numbers of retrieved captions. Performance re-
ported after training with cross-entropy optimization.

input that is not expected to be useful. We con-
duct two experiments where EXTRA is trained with
textual input that is either an empty caption or a
randomly chosen caption.

• Empty Caption: encode the image with an
empty sentence: L={CLS, SEP};

• Random Caption: encode the image with a
random caption from the datastore.

Table 3 shows the result of this experiment. EX-
TRA outperforms both variants, further showing
that the generation process is improved by encod-
ing the image together with relevant textual context
from nearest-neighbour captions. Although having
an inferior performance, both models reach rea-
sonable results compared to other models in the
literature (see Table 1), showing that LXMERT can
be used as a strong encoder for image captioning
without providing relevant input image-text pairs.

B4 CIDEr

Empty caption 37.8 119.1
Random caption 37.1 117.7
EXTRA 38.3 121.2

Table 3: The effect of training and evaluating with cap-
tions that are not expected to be useful.

Encoding Irrelevant Images: We tested ablat-
ing the visual input (i.e., setting the visual features
to zero). Training on “blacked out“ input images
achieves 102.1 in CIDEr, which is substantially
lower than training with the actual input images,
as seen in Table 4. This further shows that EXTRA

uses the visual input, and does not just rely on the
retrieved information.

Changing the Retrieval System and Datastore:
We then studied the effect of changing the retrieval
system and the representations in the datastore.
Recall that EXTRA relies on captions obtained by

B4 CIDEr

Blacked out image 32.1 102.1
EXTRA 38.3 121.2

Table 4: The effect of training and evaluating with
“blacked out“ input images.

Image–Text retrieval, where the datastore contains
the captions from the COCO training set, repre-
sented as vectors extracted from CLIP. We con-
ducted experiments with Image–Image and Image–
Text retrieval to understand which performs better:

• Image–Image Retrieval: the datastore con-
sists of all the images in the training data. The
representation of the input image is compared
against those in the datastore to find the k
nearest-neighbour images, and, subsequently,
to obtain the k captions associated to those
images. Specifically, one reference caption
is retrieved from each of the top-k nearest-
neighbour images.

• Image–Text Retrieval: the datastore consists
of all the captions associated to the images in
the training data. The representation of the
input image is compared against the captions
to directly find the top-k captions.

For Image–Image retrieval, the input image and
the images in D are represented with Faster R-
CNN features, after global average pooling the
embeddings of the 36 region-of-interest vectors.
For Image–Text Retrieval, the input image and the
caption vectors should already belong to a shared
semantic space. We use the pretrained CLIP model
because it satisfies this criteria and thus allows for
direct image–text comparison. We considered two
variants of CLIP based on their visual backbone:
ViT or ResNet50x46. The results of this experiment
are reported in Table 5.

EXTRA performs worse when it uses Image–
Image retrieval in comparison to retrieving cap-
tions directly with Image–Text retrieval. The best
performance is obtained with the ResNet-variant
of the CLIP encoder. We also assess the perfor-
mance of directly using only one of the retrieved
captions, with the results shown in Figure 2. In this
figure, we can visualize the expected CIDEr score

6Regarding the comparison measure S, the Euclidean dis-
tance and cosine similarity were used respectively for Image-
to-Image retrieval and Image-to-Text retrieval.
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B4 CIDEr

Image–Image (Faster R-CNN) 36.8 117.1

Image–Text (CLIP ViT) 38.1 120.3
Image–Text (CLIP ResNet) 38.3 121.2

Table 5: The effect of training and evaluating EXTRA
with different retrieval systems. k = 5 in both settings.

of the first retrieved captions and observe that some
of them do not sufficiently describe the image, or
are mismatches, with a CIDEr of zero. We also
observe that the CIDEr score can change signifi-
cantly depending on the retrieval system. A larger
number of mismatch captions are retrieved with
Image-to-Image retrieval. This suggests that the
retrieval system and the datastore can largely im-
pact a retrieval-augmented image captioning model,
hence they should be carefully considered.
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Figure 2: Histogram of the CIDEr scores for the near-
est caption (k = 1) retrieved with Image-Image and
Image-Text retrieval. This shows the evaluations scores
of using only the retrieved captions.

Oracle Performance: Given that the retrieval
system and datastore affect the performance of EX-
TRA, we also study whether EXTRA could continue
to improve if it could retrieve better captions. After
training EXTRA with the k = 5 retrieved captions,
we simulate an oracle retrieval system during infer-
ence, by allowing the actual reference captions to
be encoded by EXTRA. Table 6 reports on experi-
ments in the validation data with respect to replac-
ing one of the k retrieved captions with one of the
reference captions, as well as replacing all with the
5 references associated to the input images. These
experiments bring a 1.8 and 8.3 point increase in
CIDEr score, respectively, showing the potential
for EXTRA to improve by retrieving captions that
better match the input image.

B4 CIDEr

k = 5 retrieved captions 38.3 121.2
k = 4 and 1 reference 39.0 123.0
k = 0 and 5 references 40.9 129.5

Table 6: Simulation of an oracle experiment, where EX-
TRA can “retrieve” reference captions of an image in-
stead of retrieving all 5 captions from the datastore.

5 Discussion

5.1 Vision First and Language Later
How does EXTRA use the encoded image and re-
trieved captions? We quantify this by estimating
the behaviour of the cross-modal attention heads at
each layer in the decoder. Specifically, we compute
the average of the cross-modal attention across ei-
ther the number of image regions or the sub-words
in the encoder, at each time-step of generating a
caption and across each of the 12 attention heads.

Figure 3 shows that across the layers, the de-
coder’s attention shifts to the textual outputs. In
Layer 1, the model attends both to the visual and
textual representations, but the model hardly pays
attention to the visual outputs by Layer 4, relying
more on the textual information from the retrieved
captions. This behaviour further shows that the
semantics of the nearest captions can aid guiding
the language generation process. We performed an
identical calculation for the variants of EXTRA that
encoded an empty or a random caption, finding in
this case the opposite behaviour: the model learned
to ignore the textual embeddings provided by the
encoder (see Appendix A).
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and textual L outputs. Values from COCO validation.
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5.2 Retrieve Enough Captions to Overcome
Retrieval Mistakes

We note that training with an empty set of captions
was better than encoding a single k = 1 and k = 3
retrieved captions, observing Tables 2 and Table
3. Thus, retrieval augmentation aids to improve
caption quality when a sufficient number (k = 5)
is considered. This further shows that retrieving
enough captions can be crucial for success. For
this, we hypothesise that retrieving more captions
makes the model more robust in the presence of
mismatches from certain captions, as shown for
instance in the second example in Figure 4.

5.3 Hot-swapping the Datastore

Besides taking advantage of similar training ex-
amples, we study whether EXTRA works with ex-
ternal image–caption collections without needing
to retrain the model. For this experiment, EXTRA

was first trained and evaluated in a small dataset,
and then the retrieval datastore was augmented
with a larger dataset. The considered datasets
were Flickr30k and COCO, respectively. While
Flickr30k only contains 30k images, COCO con-
tains 113K, each paired with five sentences. Table
7 reports the results of these experiment. EXTRA

got a better performance considering a larger ex-
ternal dataset than just using the current training
set, showing the potential for EXTRA to adapt the
retrieval datastore.

Retrieval Datastore B4 CIDEr

Flickr30k 28.8 59.6
+ COCO 29.5 59.9

Table 7: Performance of EXTRA on the Flickr30k val-
idation set. The model is trained on the Flickr30K
dataset with the Flickr30K datastore. The datastore for
inference is either the Flickr30K training set or com-
bined with the COCO training set.

5.4 Qualitative Examples

Figure 4 shows examples of captions generated
by EXTRA, given the input image and the k = 5
retrieved captions. EXTRA benefits from textual
evidence from nearest-neighbour captions, even
though sometimes the retrieved information can be
misleading, as depicted in the last example. More
examples are provided in Appendix B.

6 Related Work

Image Captioning: The task of image caption-
ing is usually addressed by one of these three
main approaches: templates, retrieval, and encoder-
decoder methods. Early approaches involved
template-based methods that consisted of filling
blanks of predefined captions through object de-
tection (Farhadi et al., 2010; Kulkarni et al., 2013;
Elliott and de Vries, 2015). Retrieval-based meth-
ods instead search over a dataset for the most sim-
ilar image and fetch the corresponding caption
(Hodosh et al., 2013; Ordonez et al., 2011). Cur-
rently, the most common approach is the encoder-
decoder framework (Xu et al., 2015; Hossain et al.,
2019). The encoder typically used a pretrained
CNN (Vinyals et al., 2016) or a Faster R-CNN (An-
derson et al., 2018), encoding the image into a grid
of image features or object proposal image regions.
The decoder was usually a LSTM with an attention
mechanism (Xu et al., 2015) to dynamically focus
on different parts of the encoded image during the
prediction of each word.

Recently, Transformer-based models like BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018) have become a more popu-
lar choice than LSTMs models, outperforming re-
current architectures in different natural language
processing (NLP) tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017; Qiu
et al., 2020). Transformers can capture long-range
dependencies with self-attention layers and they
can process each word of a sentence in parallel,
reducing training time. After the successful appli-
cation in NLP, vision Transformers like ViT (Doso-
vitskiy et al., 2020) are also starting to become the
model of choice in the field of computer vision in
place of CNNs. In similar fashion, most recent
captioning studies use the Transformer arquitec-
ture (Herdade et al., 2019; Cornia et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2021), employing a vision Transformer as
encoder together with an autoregressive language
Transformer as decoder. Similarly to these models,
this work proposes a encoder-decoder Transformer
model for the task of image captioning. However,
unlike them, the proposed model incorporates a
pretrained V&L BERT to exploit cross-modal rep-
resentations, encoding images along with textual
context. Also differently from previous work, this
approach explores retrieval-augmented generation,
i.e., combining neural encoder-decoder methods
with traditional retrieval-based methods.
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Figure 4: Examples of captions generated by EXTRA conditioned on the input image and retrieved captions.

V&L BERTs: Previous studies have proposed
pretrained Vision and Language (V&L) BERTs to
learn generic cross-modal representations of im-
ages and text, that can later be used for a vari-
ety of downstream V&L tasks (Bugliarello et al.,
2020). Examples include LXMERT (Tan and
Bansal, 2019), VL-BERT (Su et al., 2019), Visual
BERT (Li et al., 2019), OSCAR (Li et al., 2020),
or UNITER (Chen et al., 2020), which were ap-
plied to VQA and other V&L classification tasks.
Given that these models are encoder-only Trans-
formers, only few of them have been applied to
generation tasks such as image captioning. In such
cases, the generation is made from left to right by
encoding the input image and using the textual in-
put elements with uni-directional attention masks,
i.e., starting with a CLS token with the rest of the to-
kens masked, then considering the CLS token with
the predicted word (replaced by the corresponding
mask token) and the remaining ones still masked,
and so on (Li et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020).

The use of pretrained V&L BERTs, as encoders
in the standard encoder-decoder captioning frame-
work, remains largely unexplored. The task of im-
age captioning typically just considers single-input
images, and not image-text pairs to be encoded. In
our work, a pretrained V&L encoder is used with
a decoder for image captioning, by leveraging not
just the images as input but also retrieved captions.

Besides pretrained V&L encoders, pretrained

V&L encoder-decoder models have recently been
proposed to tackle classification and generation
tasks, such as VL-T5 (Cho et al., 2021). Their cap-
tioning approach is similar to the present paper, but
VL-T5 uses object tags as textual inputs, whereas
EXTRA is conditioned on retrieved captions.

Retrieval-augmented Generation: The pro-
posed approach is also similar to some studies on
language generation that predict the output condi-
tioned on retrieved examples (Weston et al., 2018;
Gu et al., 2018; Khandelwal et al., 2019; Lewis
et al., 2020). For instance, this work relates to We-
ston et al. (2018), in which a sequence-to-sequence
LSTM model, for dialog generation, encodes the
current input concatenated with the nearest re-
trieved response. Similarly, Izacard and Grave
(2020) used an encoder-decoder Transformer condi-
tioned on retrieved passages for open domain ques-
tion answering. Retrieval-augmented generation is
gaining traction in NLP but has only been explored
for image captioning by few studies (Wang et al.,
2020; Fei, 2021; Ramos et al., 2021; Sarto et al.,
2022; Ramos et al., 2022). Concurrent work pro-
posed Transformer-based captioning models aug-
mented with retrieval as well (Sarto et al., 2022;
Ramos et al., 2022). However, differently from
these previous studies, we encode the retrieved
captions by exploiting cross-modal representations
with a V&L encoder.
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7 Conclusions

We propose EXTRA, a retrieval-augmented image
captioning model that improves performance by
exploiting cross-modal representations of the in-
put image together with captions retrieved from a
datastore. EXTRA make uses of a pretrained V&L
BERT, instead of an image-only encoder, combined
with a language decoder. To generate a caption, the
decoder attends to the cross-modal encoder fea-
tures, containing information from image regions
and also textual evidence from the retrieved cap-
tions. Image captioning is therefore addressed as
language generation conditioned on vision and lan-
guage inputs, instead of vision only. To evaluate
this model, EXTRA was assessed against strong
encoder-decoder models in the area, and ablation
studies were also conducted. The experiments con-
ducted on the COCO dataset confirmed the effec-
tiveness of the proposed captioning approach.

For future work, we plan to explore the utility of
EXTRA in out-of-domain and in few-shot learning
settings, since the retrieval component can be eas-
ily modified to include external datastores, without
the need to retrain the whole model. We also plan
to explore how this approach can be adapted to
other powerful vision and language encoders be-
sides LXMERT. Finally, we will explore methods
that allow us to jointly train the retrieval mecha-
nism with the full model in order to retrieve cap-
tions that are more similar to the input image.

Limitations

Previous work has shown that generative models
suffer from biases inherent to the data they are
trained on (Weidinger et al., 2021; Thoppilan et al.,
2022). Likewise, our EXTRA model can suffer
from biases present in the COCO image captioning
dataset (Chen et al., 2015). Particularly, it has been
shown that there is significant gender imbalance
in COCO, and that captioning models can exhibit
gender bias amplification (e.g., they are likely to
generate the word “woman” in kitchen scenarios,
and the word “man” in snowboarding scenes) (Hen-
dricks et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2017).

However, differently from most captioning mod-
els, EXTRA is a retrieval-augmented captioning
model, and thus it has the potential to make pre-
dictions beyond the training data, by relying on
information from an external datastore. Still, the
datastore knowledge might also have inherent bias,
as mentioned by previous studies on retrieval-

augmented generation (Lewis et al., 2020). In
the paper, we show examples of such limitations
wherein mismatched retrieved captions can bias the
model towards incorrect predictions (see the results
and appendix sections).

As a way to mitigate these limitations, we rec-
ommend analyzing the corresponding nearest cap-
tions when using EXTRA, since the retrieved cap-
tions can give useful insight of the bias involved
in the generation process. EXTRA can provide in-
terpretability through textual descriptions, whereas
most captioning models only provide explanations
as visual attention maps.

EXTRA also has the downside of focusing on
an English-centric dataset. Captioning datasets
are primarily available in English, and most im-
age captioning models are trained on COCO or
other english-centric datasets. To avoid hindered
research on image captioning, it is important to con-
sider multilingual captioning datasets that contain
both language-diverse captions and geographically-
diverse visual concepts (Thapliyal et al., 2022).
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A Cross-Attention

In Section 5.1, we quantified how much attention
EXTRA pays to the encoded image and retrieved
captions. We also quantify this for the two other
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Figure 5: Cross-attention for the variant of EXTRA
that that encodes an empty caption.
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Figure 6: Cross-attention for the variant of EXTRA
that that encodes a random caption.

variants of EXTRA which encode irrelevant cap-
tions, using either an empty or a random caption.
Figures 5 and 6 show the average cross-attention
weights from the decoder to the outputs of the en-
coder in respect to the visual V and textual L out-
puts, respectively for the empty and random cap-
tion encoding. Contrary to the findings presented
in Section 5.1, regarding the encoding of retrieved
captions, in this scenario the two variants pay more
attention to the visual outputs instead.

For details on how we calculated the correspond-
ing attention weights, we present the corresponding
formula. Specifically, we calculated the average
of the cross-modal attention C across either the
number of image regions or the sub-words in the
encoder at each of T time-step of generating a cap-
tion and across each of the H = 12 attention heads.
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This calculation happens independently for each of
the L = 4 layers in the decoder:

A(CL, V ) =
1

H

H∑

j=1

1

T

T∑

t=1

|V |∑

i=1

αLj,t→i. (2)

A(CL, T ) = 1−A(CL, V ). (3)

B More Examples

Figure 7 shows additional examples of the captions
generated by EXTRA considering the retrieved cap-
tions, against the other two variants: encoding an
empty and random caption instead. For the first
image, the two variants fail to recognize that the im-
age shows kids playing basketball (perhaps given
the small size of the ball), whereas EXTRA was
able to identify it by having that information in the
retrieved captions. In the second image7, the two
variants produced the error of generating sandwich
while EXTRA correctly mentioned hot-dog, simi-
lar to the retrieved captions. EXTRA considers the
semantics from the nearest captions retrieved dur-
ing generation, sometimes even copying an entire
sentence, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 shows examples where the retrieved
captions mislead the model. We note however that
EXTRA is also able to succeed, despite the mis-
match from retrieved captions, as seen in Figure 10.

7The person was blurred for privacy concerns.
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CLS SEP

“EXTRA” 
(empty caption)

a group of people walking down a street

a group of children play a game 
of basketball

a group of young people playing 
a game of basketball

young children playing a 
basketball game with the ball 
flying

a group of people play a game 
inside on a court

young kids playing a game of 
basketball on a basketball court

a group of children playing a game of 
basketball

EXTRA

two men are playing wii together 
in the living room

“EXTRA” 
(random caption)

a group of young people walking across a 
street

CLS SEP

“EXTRA” 
(empty caption)

a man holding a sandwich in his hand

a man putting a hot dog in a bun 
at a restaurant

holding a hot dog in a <unk> bun 
with a napkin

a person holds a hot dog with 
onions up to the camera

a person holding a bottle of drink 
and a hotdog in a napkin at a hot 
dog stand

a man holds a hotdog near a 
food stand and parking lot

a man holding a hot dog in his hand

EXTRA

a man playing baseball in the 
middle of a pitch

“EXTRA” 
(random caption)

a man holding a sandwich in his hands

Figure 7: Examples of generated captions by EXTRA and the other two variants (empty and random caption). Better
image captions are obtained from generating with retrieval augmentation.
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CLS SEP

“EXTRA” 
(empty caption)

a dog running on the beach with a leash

a dog running on sand with a 
frisbee in its mouth

a dog with a toy in its mouth 
while running across a beach

a very big cute dog running on 
the beach

a dog <unk> running on beach 
being chased

a dog running on a beach with a 
toy in its mouth

a dog running on the beach with a ball in 
its mouth

EXTRA

a street sign is hanging on a 
partially rusty pole

“EXTRA” 
(random caption)

a brown and white dog running on sand

CLS SEP

“EXTRA” 
(empty caption)

a couple of plates of food on a table

a conveyor belt topped of 
doughnuts inside of a kitchen

a conveyor belt topped with deep 
fried donuts

gourmet sandwiches of meat and 
mushrooms on fresh rolls

some doughnuts are being made 
on a conveyor belt

a hot dog covered in toppings 
sitting next to beer

a bunch of doughnuts that are on a table

EXTRA

roadway intersection near large 
brick building in city

“EXTRA” 
(random caption)

a plate of food on a table at a restaurant

Figure 8: Qualitative results in which the retrieved captions are not that related to the input image.
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a white polar bear laying on top of a rock

a white bear sleeping on a big rock

a white polar bear is sleeping on a rock

a white bear sleeping on a rocky ledge

a white bear is laying out on the rocks

EX
TR

A a white polar bear laying on 
top of a rock

a horse standing in a mountain paddock during the 
day

a horse is trotting along a hilly area

a horse running freely across a mountain landscape

a horse out in an open space with mountains in the 
background

a brown horse standing on top of a lush green 
hillside

EX
TR

A a brown horse standing on 
top of a lush green hillside

a police car sits parked next to a fire hydrant

a white police car parked right by a fire hydrant

a statue of a bear on a car used as a warning about 
the bears

a police patrol car parked next to a fire hydrant

a police car parked next to a fire hydrant

EX
TR

A a police car parked next to a 
fire hydrant

Figure 9: Examples of generated captions for which EXTRA copied from the retrieved captions.

a young boy putting the telephone up to a toy 's ear

a young boy holds a doughnut to his face

a young boy holding a sandwich up to his face

a young man on a chair biting into a sandwich

a boy leans over a kitchen table while eating

EX
TR

A a boy sitting on a chair 
holding a teddy bear

black dog laying down near a black and white cat

a gray and black cat sleeping while laying down

a couple of black cats laying down on a bed

a black cat sleeps on an old couch

a large furry black and brown cat sleeping on a chair

EX
TR

A a black cat laying on top of a 
bed

a group of people eat cake in an office

men at an office appear confused by a presentation

man in an office setting eating a large hotdog

a man in an office attempts to eat a hotdog in one bite

an office worker taking a selfie with his iphone

EX
TR

A a man sitting in front of a 
laptop computer

Figure 10: Examples where EXTRA is able to succeeded even with mismatches from retrieved captions.
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